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Abstract
Concerning the power of one-dimensional cellular automata recognizers, Ibarra and Jiang have proved that real time cellular
automata (CA) and linear time CA are equivalent if and only if real time CA is closed under reverse. In this paper we investigate the
question of equality of real time CA and linear time CA with respect to the operations of concatenation and cycle. In particular, we
prove that if real time CA is closed under concatenation then real time CA is as powerful as linear time CA on the unary languages.
We also prove that the question of knowing whether real time CA is as powerful than linear time CA is equivalent to the question of
whether real time CA is closed under cycle. Moreover, in the case of two-dimensional CA recognizers, we investigate how restricted
communication reduces the computational power. In particular, we show that real time CA and linear time CA with restricted variants
of Moore and Von Neumann neighborhoods are not closed under rotation. Furthermore, they are not equivalent to real time CA with
Moore or Von Neumann neighborhoods.
© 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
Cellular automata (CA) are simple models of massively parallel computation. Numerous languages (e.g. [8,4]),
where the information is distributed and synchronized in a very efﬁcient way, illustrate the ability of CA to do fast
computation. However, the study of the power and the limitations of these machines is not simple. Notably, in the case
of one dimension, the basic question whether unrestricted time CA (bounded in space) is more powerful than real time
CA (i.e., minimal time) remains unanswered. To get characterizations of such parallel devices, a lot of interest focuses
on the lower classes of complexity: the real time and linear time classes. A survey can be found in [6]. Questions about
closure properties and about the equivalence between real time CA and linear time CA date back to [12]. In the case
of one-dimensional CA, it was proved that real time CA is as powerful as linear time CA if and only if real time CA is
closed under reverse [10]. This result has been generalized to two-dimensional CA with Von Neumann neighborhood:
real time CA is as powerful than linear time CA if and only if real time CA is closed under rotation of 180◦ [15]. In
this paper, we will explore further the relationship between equivalence of complexity classes and closure properties
in the case of one-dimensional CA.
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Another approach to study the computation ability of CA is to consider restricted variants of the model. In the case of
one-dimensional array, a simple type of restricted communication (the one-way CA) has been studied ﬁrst in [7]. Recall
that the question of whether one-way communication reduces the power of one-dimensional CA is still open [1]. How-
ever, for low complexity classes, it has been shown that linear time one-way CA are equivalent to real time CA [2]. It has
also been proved that linear time CA can be simulated by one-way CA but the only known simulation has an exponential
cost [9]. In the case of two-dimensional CA, Carla Savage [11] has illustrated the computation power with restricted com-
munication. We have also investigated in which way the choice of the neighborhood may inﬂuence the computation abil-
ity, with neighborhoods spreading information everywhere in the two-dimensional array [16]. Here we will further exam-
ine the computation power of two-dimensional CA recognizers with neighborhoods spreading information in restricted
directions.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls the basic notions. Sections 3, 4 and 5 are devoted to one-
dimensional CA and examine the links between equalities of complexity classes and their closure properties under the
operations of reverse, concatenation and cycle, respectively. Section 6 presents limitations regarding computation with
restricted communication in the case of two-dimensional CA.
2. Deﬁnitions
k-dimensional CA: A k-dimensional CA is a k-dimensional array of ﬁnite automata (the cells) indexed by Zk . The
cells evolve synchronously at discrete time step. Each cell takes a value from a ﬁnite set of states and communicates
with the cells in its neighborhood. At each step, each cell changes its state according to its own state, the states of its
neighbors and to a transition function.
Formally, as a k-dimensional languages recognizer, a CA is speciﬁed by a 5-tuple (S,, Saccept,V, ) where S is
the ﬁnite set of states,  ⊂ S is the input alphabet, Saccept ⊂ S is the set of accepting states, the neighborhood V is a
ﬁnite ordered subset of Zk and  is the transition function from S|V | into S. A cell is denoted by c, c ∈ Zk; a site (c, t)
denotes the cell c at time t and 〈c, t〉 denotes its state. The state 〈c, t + 1〉 is equal to (〈c + v1, t〉, . . . , 〈c + vr, t〉 :
V = {v1, . . . , vr}).
One-dimensional CA recognizer: Each cell of a one-dimensional CA is connected to its nearest neighbors: V =
{−1, 0, 1}. The input mode is parallel; at initial time 1, the ith bit of the input word w = x1 · · · xn ∈ ∗ is fed to the
cell i: 〈i, 1〉 = xi .
The two natural restrictions of CA are the one-way cellular automata (OCA) and the iterative array (IA). An OCA
is a CA where the neighborhood is V = {0, 1}: the evolution of a state is deﬁned by its own state and the state of its
right neighbor. An IA has the same neighborhood as a CA. The restriction is on the input mode which is sequential:
the ith bit of the input word w is fed to the cell 1 at time i.
A CA accepts a word w, if, on input w, the distinguished cell 1 enters an accepting state at some time t . Let
f be a function from N to N. A CA recognizes a language L in time f , if it accepts exactly the words w ∈ L
of length |w| at time tf (|w|). Among these time complexities, the real time function corresponds to f (n) = n;
it is the minimal time for the distinguished cell 1 to read the whole input. The linear time function corresponds
to f (n) = n, where  is a constant strictly greater than 1. As CA, OCA and IA admit linear acceleration, we
will use the fact that a linear time language is recognized in particular in time 2n. We denote by CA(f ) the class
of languages recognized in time f by some CA. rtCA, rtOCA and rtIA, respectively, stand for the classes rec-
ognized in real time by some CA, some OCA and some IA. And ltCA, ltOCA, ltIA are the corresponding linear
time classes.
Let the language operations considered in this paper be precise. The reverse wR of a word w is the word w
written backwards. For a language L ⊂ ∗, we will denote its reverse by LR = {wR : w ∈ L}, its cycle
by LCy = {vu : uv ∈ L} and a weak form of concatenation by ∗ · L = {uv : u ∈ ∗, v ∈ L}. Let C
be any class of languages, CR refers to {LR : L ∈ C}, CCy refers to {LCy : L ∈ C} and ∗ · C refers to
{∗L : L ∈ C}.
Let us mention the main known relations between the different complexity classes. As it is shown in [2], rtCA and
ltOCA are equal. Moreover, recall the witness languages: {12n : n ∈ N} is a rtIA language but not a rtOCA language [2];
{w ∈ ∗ : w = wR} is both a rtIA language [3] and a rtOCA language [7]; ∗ · {w ∈ ∗ : w = wR} is a rtOCA
language but not a rtIA language [3]. So rtIA and rtOCA are incomparable and they are both proper subsets of rtCA.
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Fig. 1. Restricted neighborhoods.
Furthermore, for unary languages, real time IA is as powerful than real time CA. We also know that those classes are
naturally closed under the boolean operations [12].
In the following,  will denote a symbol not in the current alphabet .
Two-dimensional CA recognizer: We ﬁrst precise the deﬁnitions related to two-dimensional languages. A picture
p over an alphabet  is a m × n array of elements of . (m, n) refers to the size of the picture and p(x, y), with
0x < m, 0y < n, denotes the element on row x and column y. ∗∗ denotes the set of all pictures over . A
two-dimensional language over  is a subset of ∗∗. p180 denotes the picture p rotated by 180◦. And L180 is the set of
all pictures of L rotated by 180◦.
Here we consider parallel input mode: at initial time 0, the symbol p(x, y) of the input picture p is stored on the cell
c = (x, y): 〈x, y, 0〉 = p(x, y). Moreover, the computation is bounded in space: the cells (x, y) with x < 0, y < 0,
xm or yn remain in a special state  during all the computation. We identify the cell (0, 0) as the output cell which
determines the acceptance. A CA accepts the picture p in t steps if the output cell (0, 0) enters an accepting state at
time t . Let T be a function from N2 to N. A CA recognizes the language L in time T if it accepts the pictures p ∈ L of
size (m, n) in at most T (m, n) steps. Among these complexities T , the real time function rtV (m, n) corresponds to the
minimal time needed by the distinguished cell (0, 0) to receive any particular part of the input. Its speciﬁcation depends
on the neighborhood V . For instance, for the Von Neumann neighborhood VVN =
{
(x, y) ∈ Z2 : |x| + |y|1}, we
have rtVN(m, n) = m + n − 2. For the Moore neighborhood VM =
{
(x, y) ∈ Z2 : max(|x| + |y|)1}, we have
rtM(m, n) = max(m, n) − 1. A CA with neighborhood V works in real time modulo a constant if it exists a constant
 such that for all m, n: T (m, n)rtV (m, n) + . A CA with neighborhood V works in linear time if there exists a
constant  such that for allm, n:T (m, n)(m+n). rtCAV (respectively, ltCAV ) stands for the class of two-dimensional
languages recognized in real time modulo a constant (respectively, linear time) by a CA with neighborhood V . rtCA180V
refers to the class of rotations of rtCAV languages. For the Von Neumann and Moore neighborhoods, the classes are
denoted by rtCAVN, rtCAM, ltCAVN and ltCAM.
In the sequel, we will deal with restricted variants of these two classic neighborhoods (Fig. 1). Especially, V1 =
{(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0)} the one-way counterpart of Von Neumann neighborhood, V2 = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1),
(−1, 1), (1,−1)} and V3 = {(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0), (1, 1)} the one-way counterparts of Moore neighborhood. Note that
the real time function for neighborhood V1 is the same as for Von Neumann neighborhood and the real time functions
for neighborhoods V2 and V3 are the same as for Moore neighborhood.
3. Closure under reverse
In this section, we recall the known results about the closure under reverse. We emphasize the theorem of Ibarra and
Jiang which establishes that rtCA is closed under reverse if and only if rtCA = ltCA. Indeed the scheme of the proof
and its key lemma will be widely used throughout this paper. Finally we notice that the statement “rtCA is closed under
reverse” may be reformulated in the weaker statement “every reverse of rtIA language is a rtCA language”.
It is known that both rtOCA and ltCA are closed under reverse [2,12] but rtIA is not closed under reverse [3]. Now we
recall the interesting connection between the closure under reverse of rtCA and the equivalence of complexity classes.
Theorem 1 (Ibarra and Jiang [10]). rtCA is closed under reverse if and only if rtCA = ltCA.
The result relies on the following key lemma.
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Fig. 2. If rtCA is closed under reverse then rtCA = ltCA.
Lemma 1 (Ibarra and Jiang [10]). Let c be any constant. If {c2log |w|w : w ∈ L} is a rtCA language then L is a
rtCA language.
Sketch of Lemma 1. Let A be a CA which recognizes in real time {c2log |w|w : w ∈ L}. To test whether the input
w = x1 · · · xn belongs to L, it sufﬁces to simulate the CA A on the input c2log nw. The problem is that the number of
packed symbols  depends on the input length n, whereas, in real time computation, only the sites of the last diagonal
{(c, t) : c + t = n + 1 and t = 1, . . . , n} have some knowledge of the input length. To circumvent this obstacle, the
simulating CA A′ has to take account of all possible lengths. So on input x1 · · · xn, the CA A′ simulates the CA A on
the following 1 + log n inputs: c2k x1 · · · x2k , for k = 0, . . . , log n − 1 and c2log nx1 · · · xn. Note that the real
time computation on an input of length j requires less than j2 sites. So the simulation on these 1 + log n inputs
requires less than
∑log n
k=0 ((c + 1) 2k)2 = (c + 1)2(22log n+1 − 1) sites. In other words, the simulation of all these
1 + log n computations is in the same order of n2 sites than the real time computation on x1 · · · xn. Here we do
not recall the tricky construction of the CA A′ which allows to compress and set up the 1 + log n evolutions of the
CA A. See [10] or the self contained CA solution in [5] for a complete proof of the lemma.
Lemma 1 provides the technical tool to prove Theorem 1.
Proof of Theorem 1. The condition is obviously necessary. Let verify the opposite implication. Fig. 2 sketches the
different steps. Let L1 be a ltCA language. It may be easily checked that L2 = {wR 2log |w| : w ∈ L1} is a rtCA
language. By hypothesis L3 = {2log |w|w : w ∈ L1} is a rtCA language. And according to the key Lemma 1, we may
conclude that L1 is a rtCA language. 
Actually, we may remark that L2 belongs to rtIA and get the following corollary:
Corollary 1. rtIAR ⊂ rtCA if and only if rtCA = ltCA.
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4. Closure under concatenation
In this section, we ﬁrst review the known results relating the operation of concatenation. Then we explore some
consequences on the assumption of closure under concatenation.
It is known that the concatenation of two languages recognized in time f (n) is recognized in time nf (n). Both
rtIA and rtOCA fail to be closed under concatenation [3,13]. Nevertheless, for rtCA, the closure under concatenation
restricted to unary languages is known [10]. Furthermore, the concatenation of a real time CA language with a real
time OCA language is a real time CA language: rtCA · rtOCA ⊂ rtCA [9]. But, we may emphasize that we do not know
whether the concatenation of two rtCA languages is a ltCA language. We even ignore whether∗.rtIA ⊂ ltCA. Besides,
we mention that rtCA · rtCAR ⊂ ltCA, and rtCA · rtCAR ⊂ rtCA if and only if rtCA = ltCA. In addition, the closure
of rtCA under reverse implies the closure of rtCA under concatenation [10]. Notice also that the closure under Kleene
star simply implies the closure under concatenation; indeed ({c}L1 ∪ L2{d})∗ ∩ {c}∗{d} = {c}L1L2{d}, provided the
symbols c and d are not in .
Next the equivalence of rtCA and ltCA on unary languages is related with a property of closure under concatenation.
Fact 1. If ∗.rtIA ⊂ rtCA then ltCA unary languages are rtCA unary languages.
Proof. Let L1 = {1n : n ∈ K} be a ltCA unary language. Clearly, L2 = {1n0n : n ∈ K} is a rtIA language. The
hypothesis imply that L3 = {0, 1}∗{1n0n : n ∈ K} is a rtCA language. Moreover, L4 = {12log n0n : n ∈ N} is a rtIA
language. Therefore, L3 ∩ L4 = {12log n0n : n ∈ K} is a rtCA language. Finally, we deduce from the key Lemma 1,
that L1 is a rtCA language. 
With the following fact, we want to stress that, with closure under concatenation, the evolutions of words with
shape x1 · · · xnn have an interesting feature: on the cell 1, from time n, we can know whether the words xn, xnxn−1, . . . ,
xn · · · x1 are accepted.
Fact 2. If ∗.rtIA ⊂ rtCA then ltCA is closed under concatenation.
Proof. See Fig. 3. Let L1 and L2 be two ltCA languages. We know that LR1 is also a ltCA language. It may be easily
checked that L3 = {w|w| : w ∈ LR1 } and L4 = {w|w| : w ∈ L2} are two rtIA languages. The hypothesis imply that
L5 = ∗L3 = {vw|w| : v ∈ ∗ and w ∈ LR1 } and L6 = ∗L4 = {vw|w| : v ∈ ∗ and w ∈ L2} are two rtCA
languages. Then there exits a CA which, on any input x1 · · · xn, knows for all i = 1, . . . , n:
1. whether x1 · · · xi belongs to L1 on the site (n, n + i);
2. whether xi+1 · · · xn belongs to L2 on the site (1, 2n − i).
Moreover, for each positive result on the cell n, a signal A is sent to the left at maximal speed and for each pos-
itive result on the cell 1, a signal B is initialized: it remains one step on the cell 1 then it moves one cell to
the right at every three steps. Finally, the CA can synchronize these two types of signals on the diagonal segment
{((i + 1)/2, 2n + (i − 1)/2) : i = 1, . . . , n}. So the result of the concatenation can be collected on this segment and
sent to the site (1, 3n − 1). 
According to the two previous facts, we get the following corollary.
Corollary 2. If rtCA is closed under concatenation then
1. ltCA unary languages are rtCA unary languages;
2. ltCA is closed under concatenation.
The closure under concatenation for rtCA and ltCA can be expressed in the following weak forms.
Fact 3. 1. rtCA is closed under concatenation if and only if ∗ · rtCA ⊂ rtCA.
2. ltCA is closed under concatenation if and only if ∗ · ltCA ⊂ ltCA.
3. ltCA is closed under concatenation if and only if ltCA · ∗ ⊂ ltCA.
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Fig. 3. Concatenation of two ltCA languages.
Proof. Let us verify the ﬁrst statement. Given L1 and L2 two rtCA languages. We may check that L3 = {nuv :
|u| = n, u ∈ L1 and v ∈ L2} is a rtCA language. The hypothesis imply that L4 = {, 0, 1}∗L3 is a rtCA language.
Besides, L5 = {2log mu : |u| = m and u ∈ ∗} is a rtCA language. Therefore L4 ∩ L5 = {2log muv : |uv| = m, u ∈
L1 and v ∈ L2} is a rtCA language. Finally, from the key Lemma 1, we deduce that L1L2 is a rtCA language.
For the second statement, when L1 and L2 are two ltCA languages, we get similarly that L3 ∩L4 is a ltCA language.
It follows that L1L2 is a ltCA language.
The third statement comes from the second statement and the fact that ltCA is closed under reverse. 
5. Closure under cycle
In this section, we will ﬁrst present some elementary observations about closure under cycle. Then we will observe
that the cycle of any rtOCA language is a ltCA language. We will also show that if the cycle of every rtOCA language
is a rtCA language then rtCA = ltCA, thereby proving the equivalence between the two statements. Finally, we will
obtain the correspondence between the closure under cycle of the rtCA class and the equality of the rtCA and ltCA
classes.
First note that the operation of cycle is a priori more “complex” than the operation of reverse.
Fact 4. CA(f (n))Cy ⊂ CA(nf (n)).
Proof. Let L be a language recognized in time f by some CA A. Then to recognize LCy , the naive method consists,
from any input x1 · · · xn, in simulating the initial CA A on the inputs xi · · · xnx1 · · · xi−1 for all i = 1, . . . , n. So the
required time is nf (n). 
The two following facts use the two customary witnesses of the limited computation ability of real time IA and real
time OCA.
Fact 5. rtIA is not closed under cycle.
Proof. L1 = {w ∈ ∗ : w = wR}{}∗ is a rtIA language [3]. But LCy1 ∩ {}∗ = {}∗{w ∈ ∗ : w = wR} is not a
rtIA language [3]. 
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Fact 6. rtOCA is not closed under cycle.
Proof. L1 = {12n012n : n > 0} is a rtOCA language. But LCy1 ∩ {1}∗{0} = {12
n0 : n > 1} is not a rtOCA lan-
guage[2]. 
As ﬁrst noticed in [4], the evolution of a real time OCA on some word w contains the evolutions of all the subwords
of w. This feature allows to simulate the cycle of any rtOCA language on a linear time CA.
Fact 7. rtOCACy ⊂ ltCA.
Proof. See Fig. 4. Let A be an OCA which recognizes in real time any language L. Consider the evolution of this OCA
A on the input x1 · · · xnx1 · · · xn−1.At time n, each cell i, with 1 in, knows whether the input xi · · · xnx1 · · · xi−1 be-
longs to L. Now we construct a CA A′ which recognizes in linear time LCy = {x1 · · · xn : it exists i such that xi · · · xn
x1 · · · xi−1 ∈ L}. In the ﬁrst phase, from the input x1 · · · xn, x1 · · · xnx1 · · · xn−1 is set up on the diagonal seg-
ment {(c, t) : c = t and 1cn}. Precisely, the symbol xi occurs on the positions ((i + 1)/2, (i + 1)/2) and
((i + 1 + n)/2, (i + 1 + n)/2). In the second phase, the CA A′ acts as the OCA A on the input x1 · · · xnx1 · · · xn−1
twisted in this following way: the site (c, t) of A is mimicked on the site ((c + 1)/2, (c − 1)/2 + t) of A′. Clearly
this transformation respects the dependencies. Hence, at position ((i + 1)/2, (i − 1)/2 + n) of A′ it is known whether
xi · · · xnx1 · · · xi−1 belongs to L. Finally in the last phase, the result is collected on the diagonal segment {((i + 1)/2,
(i − 1)/2 + n) : i = 1, . . . , n} and is sent to the site (1, 2n − 1). 
Now we prove that if the cycle of any rtOCA language is a rtCA language then real time CA is as powerful as linear
time CA.
Fact 8. If rtOCACy ⊂ rtCA then rtCA = ltCA.
Proof. Let L1 be a ltCA language. Then L2 = {21+log |w|w2log |w| : w ∈ LR1 } is a rtOCA language. By hypothesis,
it follows that LCy2 is a rtCA language. So L3 = LCy2 ∩ {}∗∗ = {3·2
log |w|
w : w ∈ L1} is also a rtCA language.
Finally, from the key Lemma 1, we get L1 ∈ rtCA. 
We obtain the following corollary as a consequence of the previous Facts 7 and 8.
Corollary 3. rtOCACy ⊂ rtCA if and only if rtCA = ltCA.
1
|w|
2|w|−1
Time
x1x1
x1
x1x2x2
x2
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x3
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Fig. 4. rtOCACy ⊂ ltCA.
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To end this section, we express the question of closure under cycle of rtCA equivalently as the question whether
rtCA and ltCA are equal.
Theorem 2. rtCA is closed under cycle if and only if rtCA = ltCA.
Proof. The “only if” part follows from Fact 8. Conversely, we have to show that, under the assumption that rtCA = ltCA,
if L1 is any rtCA language then LCy1 is also a rtCA language. So consider L2 = {ix1 · · · xn : 1 in and xi · · · xn
x1 · · · xi−1 ∈ L1}. Clearly L2 is a ltCA language, therefore a rtCA language by hypothesis. Moreover, the hypothesis
implies that rtCA is closed under concatenation. It follows that {}∗L2 is a rtCA language. Furthermore,L3 = {2log nw :
|w| = n and w ∈ ∗} is a rtCA language. Hence L4 = {}∗L2 ∩ L3 = {2log nw : w ∈ LCy1 } is a rtCA language.
Finally with the use of the key Lemma 1, we get LCy1 ∈ rtCA. 
The next corollary summarizes the known relations between closure properties and equivalence classes concerning
one-dimensional CA.
Corollary 4. The following ﬁve statements are equivalent:
1. rtCA = ltCA;
2. rtCA is closed under reverse;
3. rtIAR ⊂ rtCA;
4. rtCA is closed under cycle;
5. rtOCACy ⊂ rtCA.
Any of these ﬁve statements implies the closure under concatenation of rtCA. Furthermore, the closure under concate-
nation of rtCA implies the equality of rtCA and ltCA restricted to unary languages.
6. Two-dimensional CA with restricted communication
This last section concerns two-dimensional CA and investigates limits of their recognition ability in presence of
restricted communication. Recall that rtCAVN is as powerful than ltCAVN if and only if rtCAVN is closed under rotation
of 180◦. Moreover, rtCAM is not equal to ltCAM and is not closed under rotation as well. Furthermore, ltCAVN and
ltCAM are equivalent and are closed under rotation. Here we will see that real time and linear time CA with the restricted
neighborhoods V1, V2 and V3 are not closed under rotation. The tools are similar to the ones which were used to show
that rtCAM is not closed under rotation [14]. For that purpose, we introduce a language recognized in real time by CA
with restricted communication but whose rotation is not recognized in linear time.
We consider the set of pictures p such that the ﬁrst column contains the binary representation of an integer i, the
ﬁrst row contains the binary representation of an integer j and p(2i + j + 2k, j + k) = 1 and with ad hoc conditions
such that the picture size (m, n) is large enough relatively i, j, k and other ones which will be useful in the following.
Precisely, let L be the language {p ∈ {0, 1, }∗ : p is of size (m, n), and there exists integers i, j, k such that log i +
1 < k, log j + 1 < k, j − i + k0, 2i − j + k + 10, 2i + j + 2k < m, j + k < n,mn + 2i + k, p(1 +
log i, 0) · · ·p(1, 0) is the binary representation of i, p(0, 1 + log j) · · ·p(0, 1) is the binary representation of j,
p(k − 1, 0) = · · · = p(2 + log i, 0) = p(0, k − 1) = · · · = p(0, 2 + log i) = 0, p(0, k) = p(k, 0) = 
and p(2i + j + 2k, j + k) = 1}. See Fig. 5 .
Proposition 1. The language L180 is recognized in real time by a CA with neighborhood V3 = {(0, 0), (0, 1),
(1, 0), (1, 1)}.
Proof. See Fig. 6. First, we can characterize the site A = (m − 1 − 3i − k, n − 1 − i, 3i + k + 1). For that
purpose, the binary representation bin(a) of a is computed on the vertical segment (m− 2 − 3a − log a, n− 1 − a,
3a + log a + 2) · · · (m − 2 − 3a, n − 1 − a, 3a + 2) for every integer a0. Then comparing with the content of
p(m−1−k, n−1) · · ·p(m−2, n−1) = 0 · · · 0 bin(i), the siteA = (m−1−3i−k, n−1−i, 3i+k+1) is distinguished.
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bin(j)
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1
Fig. 5. The language L.
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Fig. 6. Recognition of the language L180.
In a similar manner, the site B = (m−2j −k, n−1−j −k, 2j +k) can be also distinguished. Next, a signal is initiated
from the siteA, it runs at maximal speed toward the northeast; another signal is initiated from the siteB, it runs at maximal
speed toward the north. These two signals intersect at the site C = (m−1−2i−j −2k, n−1−j −k, 2i+j +2k+1),
provided j − i + k0 and 2i − j + k + 10. Finally, from the site C = (m − 1 − 2i − j − 2k, n − 1 − j − k, 2i +
j + 2k + 1), the value p(m − 1 − 2i − j − 2k, n − 1 − j − k) can spread on every site C − (s + t, t, s + t) with
s, t0. Hence, provided mn + 2i + k, the output cell (0, 0) knows at time m whether the input p belongs to L180.
So L180 ∈ rtCAV3 . 
Corollary 5. The language L180 is recognized in real time by a CA with neighborhoods V1 or V2. The language L is
recognized in real time by a CA with Von Neumann or Moore neighborhoods.
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(m-1,n-1)
Space(k,0)
(0,k)
Time
0
c (m+n)
(0,0)
V
B
U
Fig. 7. The sets U , V and B.
Proof. Indeed, with simple simulations, we could verify that rtCAV3 ⊂ rtCAV1 , rtCAV3 ⊂ rtCAV2 , rtCA180V1 ⊂ rtCAVN
and rtCA180V1 ⊂ rtCAM. Moreover, we may observe that the inclusions are strict. For the two ﬁrst inclusions, take, for
instance, the language of pictures whose ﬁrst row and last row are identical. By counting arguments, we may prove that
this language is not recognized in real time by any CA with neighborhood V3. We do not detail the proof. Just observe
that on an input of size (n, n), at time n−2 (the last but one step), the only cells involved in the real time computation are
(0, 0), (0, 1), (1, 0) and (1, 1). The two ﬁrst ones do not depend on the symbols fed initially on the last row and have all
the remaining information concerning the ﬁrst row; in the same way, the two other ones do not depend on the symbols fed
initially on the ﬁrst row and have all the remaining information concerning the last row. In other words, the data have been
lost before have been processed. On the contrary, this language is real time recognizable with neighborhoods V1 and V2.
For the two last inclusions, take any one-dimensional language recognized by some one-dimensional rtCA but not by any
one-dimensional rtOCA. 
Using counting arguments, we will show the following negative result.
Proposition 2. Let V be a neighborhood such that a + b0 for all (a, b) ∈ V . Then no CA with V neighborhood
recognizes the language L in linear time.
Proof. Suppose that there exists a CA A with V neighborhood which recognized the language L in linear
time. So there exists a constant c such that on input of size (m, n), the output cell (0, 0) knows the result at
step c(m + n).
We consider input pictures of same size (m, n), that is pictures with coordinates in S = {(x, y) ∈ Z2 : 0x <
m, 0y < n}. We divide S in two parts: U = {(x, y) ∈ Z2 : 0x, 0y and x + y < k} and V = {(x, y) ∈ Z2 : x <
m, y < n and x + yk}. For u a portion with coordinates in U and v a portion with coordinates in V , u ⊕ v denotes
the picture with coordinates in S resulting of the concatenation of u and v.
On the one hand, we deﬁne an equivalence relation associated to A. For that purpose, we consider B the boundary of
width w = max(a + b : (a, b) ∈ V) between the sites in U and the sites in V during the computation: B = {(x, y, t) :
kx+y < k+w, x0, y0 and t = 0, . . . , c(m+n)}. See Fig. 7. Remark that, as all neighbors (a, b) ∈ V are such
that a + b0, the states of the sites in B are independent of the inputs bits with coordinates in U . So the equivalence
relation ∼A is deﬁned for the portions in V as follows: two portions v, v′ in V are A-equivalent (v ∼A v′) if the states
sequence in B during the evolution of A on input v is equal to the states sequence in B during the evolution of A on
input v′. As c and w = max(a + b : (a, b) ∈ V) are constant, the size of B is O(k(m + n)). Hence the number of
equivalence classes of ∼A is 2O(k(m+n)).
On the other hand, we deﬁne an equivalence relation associated to the language L. The equivalence relation ∼L is
deﬁned for the portions in V in this way: two portions v, v′ in V are L-equivalent (v ∼L v′) if for all portions u in U
we have u ⊕ v ∈ L ⇔ u ⊕ v′ ∈ L.
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Now, if L is recognized by A, the equivalence relation ∼A is a reﬁnement of the equivalence relation of ∼L : if
v ∼A v′ then v ∼L v′. Indeed, the result of the computation by A on any input u ⊕ v depends only on u, the inputs
bits with coordinates in U , and on the states sequence in B.
Finally, ﬁx k to be a large integer, and choose m = 3 · 2k−1 and n = 2k−1. Consider the set  = {(i, j) :
2k−2 − k i3 ·2k−3 − k and 3 ·2k−3 − kj2k−1 − k} whose elements (i, j) satisfy the conditions of the language
L. For any subset E ⊆ , we associate the portion vE with coordinates in V deﬁned by vE(2i + j + 2k, j + k) = 1, if
(i, j) ∈ E and vE(2i + j + 2k, j + k) = 0, otherwise. Clearly, if E and F are two distinct subsets of  then vE and vF
are not ∼L equivalent. As the size of  is (2k−3)2, the number of ∼L equivalence classes is at least 222k−6 . Hence it is
of greater order than the number of equivalence classes of ∼A which is in 2O(k(m+n)) = 2O(k2k). This fact contradicts
that ∼A is a reﬁnement of ∼L. 
Corollary 6. The classes of real time languages and linear time languages with the neighborhoods V1, V2 or V3, are
not closed under rotation by 180◦.
Linear time CA with neighborhoods V such that a+b0 for all (a, b) ∈ V do not simulate real time CA with Moore
neighborhood and Von Neumann neighborhood.
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